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Steel On Steel Book 3, Bill Perkins - $14.95
(Note: See all SOS Book chapters on page 2 & 3)
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The List by Buck Storm & Bill Perkins - $15.95
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Forgiven Forever Book -$7.95
Explains how Believers are free from all past sins
Joy For Today by Daryl Kraft - $12.00
A must gift for Believers going through a crisis
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Books
The List by Buck Storm & Bill Perkins $15.95
Set at the time of Christ, THE LIST shows Jesus bursting on the scene with His astonishing miracles through the eyes of two rich and powerful Jews in the Sanhedrin—Nicodemus and Joseph
of Arimathea—causing them to begin to search their ancient Torah scrolls for truth.
At the most pivotal moment the world has ever known, they begin to compile an astonishing
LIST of Jesus’ fulfilled Bible prophecies.
But they can’t reveal what they know without losing their wealth, power and position . . .
Biblically,* culturally and archeologically accurate—you’ll learn about the Christ story in a way you
never imagined . . . . From the mind-boggling spectacle of the ancient Passover in Jerusalem with
20,000 sacrifices in a single day, to chariot races in Herod’s Caesarea, to volatile behind-the-scenes
Sanhedrin council meetings, it’s a completely new and unique walk through the Christ story.
Read the old story again, for the first time!
*Every word Jesus speaks in this book is directly from His original words in the Bible.

Steel On Steel Book 1 by Bill Perkins $14.95
Edge of the Envelope Bible Truths to Steel Your Mind With God’s Word!
“As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another.” Prov. 27:17
A Great Read and/or Reference book that uses over 600 Bible verses with a verse index.
Whether you’re a new or mature Believer, these provocative studies will challenge you in areas
few teach and defend these days.
Chapters include:
1. Ten Unmistakable Signs That We’re in the Last
of the Last Days

10. What Pornography Does to the Brain

2. Why Asking Jesus Into Your Heart Won’t Save
You

12. When Jesus Went to Hell

3. The Mystery of the Church Age
4. America’s Birthrate Nightmare
5. God’s Patience in the Last Days
6. When Believers Die
7. America in Bible Prophecy
8. Is the Rapture in September?
9. The Pre-Wrath Deception

11. E
 arthquakes & Volcanoes in Bible Prophecy
13. R
 ussia’s Future Humiliating Defeat
14. Home of the Brave?
15. Who are the 144,000 in Revelation?
16. Rapture or Return?
17. S hould We Continually Confess for Forgiveness?
18. The Designed Decline of Public Education
19. S atan’s Lie: “Do Everything Jesus Says”

Steel on Steel Book 2 by Bill Perkins $14.95
Bill’s second, “I-can’t-believe-he-said-that” book is now available. If you liked reading SOS Book 1,
then you’ll love SOS Book 2!
Each chapter is “stand-alone” and will likely give you pause to reconsider verses in light of the information presented . . . what we call “Steel on Steel”! Pass ’em around to friends and family alike!
1. Tribulation Evangelism—
On Steroids!

10. Is Retirement Biblical?

2. The Bible and Capitalism

11.You’re Commanded to
Know Biblical Prophecy

3. The Hole in Your Heart

12. The Path to Petra

4. Christians and Divorce

13. All About Angels

5. Satan’s Claws/Santa’s Claws

14. Murdering God’s Image

6. A Flood of Evidence

15. The 50 Days From Rapture to the Tribulation

7. Is Repentance Necessary
for Salvation?

16. When Was Nicodemus Born Again?

8. The Rudiments of Rapture

18. Birth Control & Cancer Linked

9. Killers in the Kitchen

17. When the Fire First Fell

Steel on Steel Book 3 by Bill Perkins $14.95
If you’ve studied through STEEL ON STEEL Books 1 and 2, you have a good idea of what’s
coming in Book 3—more great iron sharpening iron! 21 great chapters on subjects no one
else will touch, and they’ll get your juices flowing! But whether you read this book straightthrough, use as a reference or give as a gift, it’s guaranteed to spark great Bible discussions!

1. The Pool of Siloam and the Messiah

12. Tying Tassels to Truth

2. Biblical Dispensations

13. America’s Head Demon

3. Noah’s Flood: Fact or Fiction?

14. Should Christians Fast?

4. Israel’s Coming Mind-Blowing Gold Riches

15. Jesus’ Five Wounds

5. Beheadings and The Bible

16. Signs of Jesus’ Return

6. Two Days in Scripture

17. Climate Change is Real!

7. Was Jesus Crucified on Friday? Or Thursday?

18. Are You Being Watched . . .Yet?

8. Are There Restrooms in Heaven?

19. Signs for the Shepherds

9. When the 300-Foot Waves Swamp America

20. Rapture in the 2030s?

10. Should Christians Celebrate “Easter”?

21. Millions Missing?

11. Light from Distant Stars–Millions of Years?
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Forgiven Forever by Hector MacLeod $7.95
If we confess our sins, He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. 1 John 1:9
• Is it possible that 1 John 1:9 has been so universally misunderstood that it
has kept generations of Believers in unnecessary bondage?
• Is it possible that one verse could be so taken out of context that its traditional
interpretation has derailed the main thrust of the Church Age?
• Is it possible that a single verse has been so brazenly misapplied that it has obscured
the true magnitude of what Jesus Christ accomplished on the cross?
• I s it possible that an unknown pastor has discovered a scriptural key missed by
almost every church leader in the church age?
This powerful book scripturally explains the key that has the potential to release Believers
from one of Satan’s most subtle but powerful reins of bondage.
In this book you’ll learn the most important and critical truths pertaining to the Christian walk:
• The amazing freedom in Jesus that most Believers miss.
• The incredible contrast between the Old Testament and the Church Age.
• The incredible contrast between the Gospels and the Church Age.
• Who does “confession of sin” apply?
• Why we are commanded to “rejoice evermore?”
• What is the most misunderstood and misapplied verse in the entire New Testament?
• That the FINISHED work of the cross some 2000 years ago sets us free!
Are you so foolish? Having begun by the Spirit, are you now being perfected by the flesh? Galatians 3:3

Joy For Today by Daryl Kraft $12.00
“Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various trials, . . .” James 1:2
Daryl Kraft, who has twice spoken at our Steeling the Mind Conferences, found 175
grace-oriented Bible studies in the Book of James! Who knew?!
If you do devotionals, this is as good as it gets! Daryl says the Book of James is written to
every Christian who is suffering under the weight of problems in their life; difficulties with
family, job, finances, health, even death. Each devotional builds on the next providing a
scriptural “GRACE BASE” through which to build your life.
And if you give this book to someone who is dealing with one of life’s difficulties, they’ll
love you forever!
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New & Recent
VIDEOS

Chaos in the Church Andy Woods
The local church is going downhill fast. Decisions about what to teach are based on NOT offending giving units. Without
the conviction that comes with rebuke, reproof and exhortation the local church has become a graveyard of broken spirits,
broken marriages and broken lives.
10 Zinger Comebacks Russ Miller

If someone says to you,“Science has proved the Bible to be false,” how would you answer? Russ teaches you 10 zingers to
use for comebacks to the most stupid ding-a-ling questions people ask.

Miracle of the Messianic Jew Dave Reagan

Some 80% of Christians believe that the Church is now the recipient of God’s original promises to Israel. But is that in
Scripture? Dave succinctly dismantles this absurd doctrine while showing the awful ramifications of its tentacles.

Israel: 2nd Temple Location Randall Price

Mount Moriah is God’s special place on this planet. It’s where Abraham offered Isaac as a sacrifice, where the Jews sacrificed 20K lambs at Passover and where Jesus will reign as King of the Earth. there are architecturally proven and stone-embedded reasons the Temple will be located on or near the location of the current Dome of the Rock.

When All Hell Breaks Loose Jill Martin Rische

Growing up with the dynamic Bible teacher Walter Martin as her dad, Jill naturally learned a lot about the importance of
good solid Biblical research. So what happens when the restrainer is removed, when God whisks us out of here? Not good,
and you’ll sure be glad we’re gone!

The Apple Frank Peretti

25 years ago came The Chair, now comes The Apple. In a way only Frank can do, he’ll explain how by observing ho wan
apple decays, we can clearly see what is happening to our culture today.

Get Excited—Jesus IS Coming! Dave Reagan

No one can do this better! Outlining all that’s going on that points to the soon arrival of our Lord and Savior, Dave will get
dead men excited about the soon return of Jesus to a non-expecting and unprepared world.

Death: The First and Last Enemy Russ Miller

With mass-killings in the U.S. becoming a way of life, it begs the question, “What’s the root cause?” How has death become so
callous and casual? Russ, in what is probably the best presentation he’s ever given, explains how we got to this point showing
the uncomfortable truth that Satan’s out of the closest and ramping up his lies as we get closer to the end of this age.

Was Christ Raised from the Dead . . . Really?! Josh McDowell

The Bible is defendable, word-for-word, letter-for-letter—from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22. And now more than ever
in this day and age, we need to be able to defend our beliefs to an unbelieving world. None does this better and Josh will
armor you with God’s truth!

The Hush-Hush Problem of Porn Josh McDowell

No one wants to talk about it. Few will admit it even exists,Yet 50% of men admit to viewing porn at least once a month.
And this is killing Christian families and church members…DAILY! Josh’s bold approach is refreshing and much-needed to
combat one of Satan’s best tools to compromise a Believer’s testimony.

The Solution to Dealing with Porn Josh McDowell

Pulling no punches, Josh gives straight answers to this seemingly out-of-control problem . . . answers every Believer needs
to know.

Defending Biblical Creation Russ Miller

When asked to explain or defend the Genesis account of God’s 6-day Creation, there are myriads of undeniable facts you can
use, but most Christians don’t know them! Russ walks us through 10 scientific truths that make the theory of evolution look
downright stupid!

Why Capitalism vs. Socialism is God vs. Satan Daniel Currier

Socialism is making a comeback—should we be worried? Yes! While capitalism has its roots in the Bible, Socialism and its
close-cousin Marxism is from the pit of hell. People seem amused at Bernie Sanders, but his socialistic dreams are a true
threat to our Christian freedom in America. This push for collectivism is real and this presentation will be an eye-opener, to
say the least!

Judgment In The Valley of Jehoshaphat Dave Reagan

Some 80% of Christians believe that the Church is now the recipient of God’s original promises to Israel. But is that in
Scripture? Dave succinctly dismantles this absurd doctrine while showing the awful ramifications of its tentacles.

Where Have All The Pastors Gone? Randy White

For the past 15 years, the quality of teaching from our nation’s pulpits has dropped to new lows. Someone questioning
the pastor on Biblical point is often asked to leave. And if you currently have a good pastor, who will replace him when he
retires? Uncomfortable but necessary information!

25 Apologetic Defenses Christians Need To Know! Russ Miller

This is what a Bible conference is all about--Russ will show you how to easily defend the Bible in 25 of the most-often debated and discussed topics.

Steeling Your Body Dave Fowler

Unfortunately, we live in a society that includes a lot of fruitcakes. And all people, Christians included, need to know the
basics of personal safety for those “what if ” situations. Dave’s spent 25 years working with thousands of individuals and
hundreds of corporations throughout the United States and Canada, educating people on what to do if they find themselves
in an active shooter situation in church, the mall, movie theater, etc.You will remember this one for the rest of your life!

Myths that Malign Israel Dave Reagan

The Bible says Christians are actually grafted into the promises given to Israel. Paul says we’re adopted into the Jewish
faith. That means when it comes to Israel, we’re family. So as much as Satan hates Christians, he hates the Jews even more.
Dave lists the major lies Satan has perpetrated about the tiny Jewish nation that’s come back from the dead after some 2000
years of dispersion.
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Apologetics
Defense of the faith videos

10 Best Evidences for Creation Carl Kerby

This is a list you’ll use the rest of your life. The top ten in creation apologetics! What fun! Great for witnessing, family,
friends, and skeptics!

10 Zinger Comebacks Russ Miller

If someone says to you, “Science has proved the Bible to be false,” how would you answer? Russ teaches you 10 zingers to
use for comebacks to the most stupid ding-a-ling questions people ask.

100 Scientific Reasons Evolution is So Stupid! Kent Hovind

In his witty, entertaining style, Kent uses hundreds of awesome PowerPoint slides to dismantle forever any thought that
evolution could be true. This is great information to bone up on why science supports every word of the Bible!

25 Apologetic Defenses Christians Need to Know! Russ Miller

This is what a Bible conference is all about–Russ will show you how to easily defend the Bible in 25 of the most-often debated and discussed topics.

50 Facts that Make Darwin Look Silly! Russ Miller

Evolutionists hate presentations like this. Scientific facts, one after another, showing absolutely without a doubt that Creation, not evolution, is the best theory to explain the history of the earth. This is fun to watch!!

7 Best Scientific Arguments for Creation Mike Riddle

Mike covers a lot of ground with this one—the universe, absolutes, life, fossils, design, and more. This presentation, using
powerful graphics, nails shut the creation vs. evolution debate and is an awesome DVD to pass around to skeptics!

7 Cataclysmic Changes Coming! Russ Miller

Russ details seven future, earth-shattering events that come from the sky. Hold onto you hats for this one- it’s sure to be a
classic that’s passed along ’til our exhilarating exit! Monumental!

Apologetics and Bible Prophecy Mike Riddle

Mike, one of the top presenters at Answers in Genesis in Kentucky, ties Genesis directly to Revelation! Mike says if you don’t understand the beginning, you can’t understand the end. And if you can’t understand the end, you won’t understand the beginning.

Apologetics: Proving the Bible’s Accuracy Russ Miller

The Bible is coming under attack from every side—doctrinally, culturally and scientifically. But Russ shows, in no uncertain terms, scores of reasons that the holy scriptures are 100% trustworthy.

Are the Bible and Pure Science Compatible? Kent Hovind

Listening to the media, you would think you were dumb as dirt if you believed in intelligent design. But that’s far from the
truth… learn why the Bible and its claims are far more compatible than the liberal media wants to admit. Great visuals and
very entertaining!

Biblical Dispensations Paul Van Noy

THE most under taught and misunderstood of all critical doctrines has finally been explained in layman’s terms. Using
outstanding graphics, Paul walks you through each of the seven major dispensations, or time periods. And by applying this
model to scripture, it sure clears up a lot of misunderstood verses!!

Biblical Science Russ Miller

In what may be his best Steeling presentation yet, Russ shows, in no uncertain terms, that the Bible can be fully trusted as a
science book. Using awesome slides and great wit, it’s chock full of scientific facts that make a 6000-year-old earth creation
the only viable scientific option.

Big Bang and the Bible Mike Riddle

Mike, a top creation Bible teacher from Answer in Genesis, uses numerous excellent slides to prove the Bible is in no way
compatible with the Big Bang theory!

Chaos in the Church Andy Woods

The local church is going downhill fast. Decisions about what to teach are based on NOT offending giving units. Without
the conviction that comes with rebuke, reproof and exhortation the local church has become a graveyard of broken spirits,
broken marriages and broken lives.

Creation/Evolution: Does It Really Matter? Mike Riddle

As a Christian, does it really matter whether you believe in creation or evolution? You bet it does! Incredible visuals and
fascinating scientific oratory in layman’s terms.

Dangers of Evolution Kent Hovind

If you think it’s no big deal if Christians believe in evolution, you’re wrong! Kent uses scores of slides showing where and
why evolutionists push this god-less theory. Great graphics!

Darwin vs. Scientific Facts Russ Miller

Textbooks in every public school in America hold Charles Darwin in high esteem. Unfortunately, his theories don’t hold
scientific water! Get the facts to be able to better defend creation vs. evolution.

Death: The First and Last Enemy Russ Miller

With mass-killings in the U.S. becoming a way of life, it begs the question, “What’s the root cause?” How has death become so
callous and casual? Russ, in what is probably the best presentation he’s ever given, explains how we got to this point showing
the uncomfortable truth that Satan’s out of the closest and ramping up his lies as we get closer to the end of this age.

Defending Biblical Creation Russ Miller

When asked to explain or defend the Genesis account of God’s 6-day Creation, there are myriads of undeniable facts you
can use, but most Christians don’t know them! Russ walks us through 10 scientific truths that make the theory of evolution
look downright stupid!

Defending Genesis 1 & Revelation 22 Dave Reagan
Defending a Word-for-Word Bible translation is going out of vogue in many churches, but Dave shows, in no uncertain
terms, where that leads.You will love this vigorous defense of the Bible’s beginning and ending!

Defending Noah and the Worldwide Flood Mike Riddle

What are the evidences for a worldwide flood some 5000 years ago? Is it even logical? Mike, a former Marine officer, Microsoft executive and decathlon champion uses awesome graphics to show you how to boldly defend the most recognized of
all the Old Testament miracles.

Did God Use Evolution? Mike Riddle

Too many Christians embrace warmly, if not fully, the godless theory of evolution. Mike, the top presenter at Answers in Genesis, shows in no uncertain terms why it is impossible for a Christian to believe in anything other than a six-day creation.
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Dinosaurs and the Bible Frank Sherwin

Recent discoveries of dinosaur soft tissue and blood are throwing wrenches in the evolutionary model of billions of years,
and Frank, in a no-nonsense and quite witty way, exposes it all.

DNA: Understanding Evolution’s Death Knell Mark Eastman

Mark has a way with words and graphics! Since the 1967 discovery of DNA, the theory of evolution has been technically
dead. Mark, using incredible slides and graphics, shows that there is a 100% chance of design in our basic DNA. And if
there is design, there must be a DESIGNER!

Do You Have A Biblical Worldview? Mike Riddle

What mindset you use to read the paper, discuss politics, and just about everything else in your life boils down to your perspective…is yours Biblical? By a former Microsoft exec and Marine officer—one awesome presentation!

Evolution—Check Your Brains At The Door! Kent Hovind

This DVD is tooooo funny. Witty, wild and wonderful, this presentation by a former high school science teacher uses a
LOT of scripture and science that shows evolution IS without basis, in no uncertain terms—Great visuals!

Evolution & Mathematical Probability Mike Riddle

Mike, using awesome graphics and easy-to-understand examples, shows the absurdity of the “chance” that humans could
have evolved. This is an awesome pass-around DVD!

Evolution’s Impact on our Kids Carl Kerby

This generation’s kids have grown up with evolution being taught at school and inferred in all the major media. Learn what
the long-term consequences of teaching this will be!

Explosive Evidence for Noah’s Flood John Morris

In this DVD John shows how science supports the Bible and the Biblical account of Noah and the flood by using Mount St.
Helens’ eruption and aftermath as a model. He nails it!

Exposing Naked Fossils Mike Riddle

Darwin implored future scientists to study the fossil record, claiming if this theory of evolution was correct, in time, the fossil
record would prove him correct. So, what have we learned from the fossil record? Well, for one, there IS no fossil record (because the Bible tells us fossils were formed during Noah’s flood)! A really humorous presentation with great graphics!

Facts Supporting Intelligent Design Kent Hovind

This is stand-up-and-yell great stuff. Kent, a former high school science teacher, makes a slam dunk case for design…. and
if there is design, then there is a DESIGNER!!!

Fail Safe Method for Defending Creation Mike Riddle
Would you like to be able to defend creation to any scientist, anywhere, anytime… and never lose an argument?! Mike, a
former Microsoft executive, Marine, and decathlete champion, tells you how. Awesome visuals, easy to understand!
Grand Canyon—Formed in Three Days! Russ Miller

Grand Canyon is one of the most recognized of all American landmarks, but does the scientific evidence point to being
carved out over millions of years or just a few days? Russ uses excellent slides in a witty presentation of facts that pokes
huge holes in the “carved in millions of years” argument. Great for any age!

How DNA Destroys Evolution Mike Riddle

Mike, the top presenter at Answers in Genesis, makes those who believe in the theory of evolution look foolish. This is
probably his best Steeling presentation of all time. In fact, if you have a friend or family member who believes in evolution,
challenge them to watch this DVD.

How Science Confirms the Bible Ken Ham

Ken Shows the theory of evolution is lacking in key areas-both in scientific explanation and common sense… all in layman’s language!

How to Answer Bible Critics Mike Riddle

There’s one in every crowd—some ding-a-ling spouting off nonsense trying to discredit the written Word of God. Mike,
Answers In Genesis’s top apologist, gives awesome facts that answer many of the toughest Biblical questions. And he does it
in layman terms with tons of great graphics. A must-see!

How We Got Our Bible Neil Lightfoot

This one kept the entire Steeling audience in rapt attention as Dr. Lightfoot walked them through the history of writing
and how we came to get those 70 books. Covers the Apocrypha, early manuscripts and much more!

If Jesus Wasn’t God, He Deserved and Oscar! John Ankerberg
A straightforward overview of the “facts” surrounding Jesus’ claim to deity.

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution Jobe Martin

The complexity of life-maintaining systems in the animal kingdom defies any theory of chance. Jobe explores several amazing creatures, big and small, that give tons of evidence of God’s incredible design.

Intelligent Design - Science or Faith? Kent Hovind

Listening to the national media you would think that evolution is the only option for a rational-thinking person… learn the truth!

Is Genesis 1 Scientific? Kent Hovind

Let’s face it, if Genesis 1 is not scientific, or believable from a scientific standpoint, the Christian faith may have a problem.
But Kent shows that it does in fact match up with science!

It’s About Time Russ Miller

Using myriads of scientific facts, Russ dismantles the “billions of years” that secular science uses to “prove” evolution. Once
you debunk “billions of years,” you can build your science foundation on scriptural truths!

Lies in the Public School Textbooks Kent Hovind

This eye-opening information is must-have for parents and teachers alike.You won’t believe what is being taught every day
in our public schools!

Mount St. Helens and the Grand Canyon Russ Miller

Russ uses the events following Mount St. Helens’ eruption to show without a doubt that the Grand Canyon was formed in
a matter of days, not millions of years.

New Evidence That Demands A Verdict! Josh McDowell

This presentation is interesting because Josh doesn’t use any power point slides… but he engages an audience like nobody
else on the planet. More importantly, he makes you think!

Noah’s Ark: Fact or Fiction Mike Riddle
Excellent! Everything you need to know to defend the Biblical account of a worldwide Genesis flood.
Noah’s Ark and Dinosaurs Russ Miller

A fascinating scientific study with awesome graphics! Russ uses incredible visuals to explore age-old questions like: “What happened to the dinosaurs?” “Were dinosaurs on Noah’s ark?” “Is there any evidence some dinosaurs may still be alive today?”

Noah’s Flood: God’s Judgment of Sin Ken Ham

The Genesis Flood was a testament to God’s intolerance for sin and Ken makes an uncomfortable comparison to events today.
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One Blood :The Biblical Answer to Racism Ken Ham

In this excellent presentation covering many Bible basics, Ken shows how science proves we all came from Adam—and its
ramifications to Believers if they allow racism to fester.

One Second After the Rapture Andy Woods

One minute, everything is normal. Then, without warning, an earth-shattering BOOM that forever changes the world!
What will it be like immediately following our exhilarating exit? Andy will take us on a worldwide tour.

One Small Speck to Man Vij Sodera

Popular author and physician from Great Britian, Vij uses British wit and practicality showing the inprobability of evolution.

Our Amazing Universe! Russ Miller

This excellent presentation will blow you away. Using incredible breathtaking slides, Russ takes you from the outer limits of
the universe all the way down to the body’s single cell … a journey that will forever change the way you view God’s greatness.

Satan’s Top Two Cults James Walker

This fact-rich video will give you the COLD HARD TRUTH about these two cults. Give this video to any Mormon or JW
who wants to know the truth.

Science and the Bible Mike Riddle

Mike, one of the top Biblical apologists of our day, covers ten major scientific areas mentioned in the Bible and how to easily defend them.You’ll learn how to defend the six-day creation, Noah’s flood, evolution, age of the earth and more!

Scientific Evidences For A 6000 Year-Old Earth Russ Miller

If you have the least inclination toward the unbiblical theory of evolution, this will rock your boat! Using a plethora of
slides, dry wit and wide-smile humor, Russ shows SCIENTIFICALLY why the “Old Earth” theory won’t hold water. Proving, if there’s ever a doubt, trust God’s Word!

Scientific Evidences for a Young Earth Bruce Malone

Bruce has made quite an impact on Christians around the world with his powerful apologetic presentations. Using excellent slides, humor and scientific facts, you’ll love his teaching!

Starlight and Time Russell Humphreys

If the light coming from a distant star is billions of light years away, how could the earth only be about 6000 years old? Russell answers this and a lot more.

The Age of the Earth Kent Hovind

Incredibly clear and humorous, using hundreds of scientific proofs.

The Book of Exodus in 55 Minutes Gerald Robison

Get an incredible overview of one of the richest books in the Bible by a former “Walk Through the Bible” instructor. Follow
Moses through the plagues and Red Sea split to the Ark and wilderness wanderings.

The Book of Genesis–All or Nothing! Ken Ham

Ken is founder and CEO of Answers In Genesis, a ministry dedicated to defending scripture from a scientific viewpoint.
This DVD shows the foundational importance of the Book of Genesis.

The Case for Christ’s Resurrection Josh McDowell

There is no scientific proof that George Washington ever lived, but we know he did because there’s overwhelming historical evidence. In the same way, there’s undeniable historical evidence for the resurrection of Jesus, and it’s succinctly presented by one of the top Bible teachers in America today.

The Case for Jesus’ Resurrection Gary Habermas

Christianity stands on the truth of the resurrection. Even salvation is based on faith in Jesus’ atoning blood AND resurrection
from the dead. This is a great study by the world’s leading expert on the overwhelming evidence for the resurrection of Jesus.

The Evil Fruit of Evolution Russ Miller

This is one awesome presentation. Russ takes you on a journey through the Satanically-centered belief in evolution to its
end conclusion—a Godless world—and contrasts that with the power and majesty of Creation.

The Evolution Lie Russ Miller

The God-less theory of evolution is taught as fact to millions of unsuspecting children each day in public schools. Russ uses
scientific facts to show why taking a Biblical stand does not undermine science, but rather illuminates science!

The Fight Against Leftist Educators Russ Miller

90% of Christian parents send their children to public school, but you won’t believe the lies our children are being taught .
. . like “there is no right and wrong.” By graduation day, 88% of Christian children deny their faith.

The Fossil Record Mike Riddle

Shows why carbon 14 dating is not accurate as well as scores of scientific evidences for the theory of creation over the theory of evolution.

The Garden of Eden–WOW! Kent Hovind

The world God originally created was incredible. Learn the characteristics that made the original creation so unique. In Kent’s
typical easy-to-understand and humorous style, this is a great DVD for Sunday school, small groups, and/or personal study.

The Grand Canyon, Science and Time Bill Hoesch

Bill, one of the top speakers at Institute for Creation Research in San Diego, addresses the most recognizable natural landmark in the United States—the Grand Canyon. It’s purported to have been carved out by the Colorado River water over
millions of years. Tons of facts show that’s scientifically impossible!

The Heavens Declare God’s Glory John Morris

Drawing from the vast research network at the Institute for Creation Research in San Diego, John uses incredible pictures
to show the absurdity of even thinking that the universe was accidental!

The Implications of Living in “The Days of Noah” Russ Miller

The Bible says that the time just before Rapture will be “just like” the time before the worldwide flood. We know a lot
about the world just before God shut the door, so what are the implications for us today?

The Intricacies of Flight Andy McIntosh

Andy, Professor of Thermodynamics and Combustion Theory at the University of Leeds in Great Britain, is one smart
cookie. Better yet, he’s an awesome communicator and shows you there is no way on God’s green earth that birds could
learn to fly via evolution. English wit with great slides makes for a top presentation for Bible studies, small group and/or
personal study.

The Long War Against God Henry Morris This presentation is only available on Digital Download or Audio CD.

From the man who founded Institute for Creation Research in San Diego, wrote over 60 books on the subject, an intelligent analysis of the scientific basis for our belief in Creation. He gave this in the twilight of his career but nevertheless
excellent. No slides or graphics were used.

The Scientific Case for the Origin of Life Mike Riddle
A former Olympic athlete and Microsoft communications expert puts the evolutionary theory to shame. Mike uses scientific fact and breathtaking Power Point to walk you through the unrefutable evidences for creation being the only possible
explanation for life.

The Shroud of Turin Gary Habermas

Incredible slides and inside information regarding a most controversial subject – Jesus’ purported burial cloth from the
Empty Tomb.

The Trinity in Time, Space, and Matter Jobe Martin

Excellent! Great slides, great facts! A scriptural but different perspective of the Trinity from a retired dentist who became a
late-in-life Believer.

Thousands NOT Millions Larry Vardiman

Using a scientific study called “RATE,” Larry has set the scientific community on its ear by proving beyond a shadow of a
doubt that the earth can’t possibly be older than 6,000 years.

Top 10 Apologetics Questions Answered Mike Riddle

This is a great apologetics overview—defending the Bible’s accuracy! When did Satan fall? Are there other beings in the
universe? Where did Cain’s wife come from? Did God use evolution? Why does a righteous God allow death and suffering?
And more!

Unmasking the Evolution Hoax Martin Goebel

For 30 years Marlin has taught thousands how to defend the Bible against pro-evolutionsts’ banter. He’ll take on the big
rhee arguments in the creation-evolution arena and you’ll love his down-home style and excellent graphics!

Unveiling God’s Glory in Creation Gerald Robison

Oh, this is one for the ages! Using wit and humor, Gerald will take you on a majestic walk through many of God’s creative
works from the animal kingdom to the vastness of space. Shows the creative delicacy and absolute LARGENESS of our Lord!

Was Christ Raised from the Dead . . . Really?! Josh McDowell

The Bible is defendable, word-for-word, letter-for-letter—from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22. And now more than ever
in this day and age, we need to be able to defend our beliefs to an unbelieving world. None does this better and Josh will
armor you with God’s truth!

What Happened to the Dinosaurs Kent Hovind

This is incredible information. Kent, in his witty and highly entertaining style, using scripture with scores of graphics, explains everything you ever wanted to know about dinosaurs. Includes fascinating pictures of present-day sightings.

What Happened to the Dinosaurs? Russ Miller

This fascinating study will forever change the way you think of Noah’s Ark and the Dinosaurs!

When All Hell Breaks Loose Jill Martin

Growing up with the dynamic Bible teacher Walter Martin as her dad, Jill naturally learned a lot about the importance of
good solid Biblical research. So what happens when the restrainer is removed, when God whisks us out of here? Not good,
and you’ll sure be glad we’re gone!

Why a “Literal Genesis” is a Necessity! Ken Ham
Why taking the Book of Genesis word-for-word is so important to Biblical accuracy.

Why America Is Losing Its Christian Heritage Bruce Malone
Uses a lot of scientific references . . . even though the title doesn’t lead you that way.

Why Apemen Never Shaved Mike Riddle

With all the news about “Lucy’s daughter” being found, you would think evolution was well defended . . . NOT SO! Mike
takes apart the theory and completely dismantles the Lucy findings.
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Why Evolutionists Are Changing to “Abrupt Appearance” Kent Hovind

The overwhelming facts of Biblical creation are forcing non-Christian scientists into the position called “abrupt appearance.” What a hoot! Enjoy this great defense of the Bible as Kent keeps you entertained with his witty comparisons of
creation vs. evolution theories.

Why Grand Canyon Proves a Recent Global Flood Russ Miller

The scientific evidence supporting the canyon being carved out quickly about 5000 years ago is overwhelming!

Why Should Anyone Believe the Bible Mike Gendron

What separates the Bible from any other book? Can we take a 4,500-year-old book literally? What about all the translation
errors throughout the centuries? Mike addresses these and more as he puts God’s Word to the ultimate test!
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Archeology
VIDEOS

Ancient Coins and Biblical Accuracy Gino Geraci

Gino has one of the best Holyland coin collections in the world. And you’ll learn fascinating historical Biblical insights as he
explains the who, what, when, and where of each coin. These original 2000-year-old coins are incredible.

Found - Paul’s Shipwreck Anchors Bob Cornuke

Great archeological find of the century! Includes pictures of the 2000-year-old anchors that Paul dropped before his Acts
27 shipwreck on Malta!

Locating the Ark of the Covenant Bob Cornuke

Bob explores the “African” theory for the location of the missing Ark of the Covenant that was inside the Jewish Temple on top of
Mt. Moriah in Jerusalem.This is information is quite interesting because when the Jews find their Ark,The Rapture is CLOSE!

The Newly Found Location of the Real Mt. Sinai Bob Cornuke

Modern-day Indiana Jones finds Sinai in Saudi. Incredible footage of what many believe is the most remarkable find in Biblical history. Bob uses humor and fact—great for Sunday school and/or small group discussions.

The Search for Noah’s Ark Bob Cornuke

The story of Noah and his ark, in one form or another, is familiar to every major civilization on the planet. After visiting
Turkey and Mt. Ararat, Bob shows why the ark is NOT there and some incredible footage from where he believes it is.

bible basics
VIDEOS

The Seven Most Important Spiritual Gifts Ed Hindson

The Bible says God gives each Christian a spiritual gift. Learn what the Bible says are the seven MOST important gifts and
what they mean to you! Ed is an incredible teacher… and highly entertaining!

Walk Thru The Old Testament Gerald Robison
Gerald is a former trainer for instructors teaching “Walk Thru the Bible” seminars held around the USA. This will be a
blast! You’ll learn, in order, the entire Old Testament from Genesis to Malachi, AND remember what you’ve learned for
the rest of your life!
What Happens When You Die Dave Reagan

This is a most fascinating presentation. It will get you excited (assuming you’re a Believer!) about your future transition to
the next life when you die or are raptured. Dave is, as always, awesome!

Why Jesus is Premillenial David Hocking

One of the biggest hoaxes in the history of the Church Age is the blasphemy called A-millennial teaching. Dave uses scores
of verses to expose the error.

bible prophecy
VIDEOS

10 Keys to Understanding Bible Prophecy Thomas Ice

Bible prophecy is what separates the Bible from every other book on the planet. Learn a detailed outline of ten key areas of
foundational prophetic beliefs.

10 Truths About Rapture Andy Woods

Andy walks through a Biblically solid and detailed outline of the coming Rapture . . . that incredible future blink-of-an-eye
moment when Believers disappear from the earth.

10 Unmistakable Signs

J.B. Hixson
This one will be stand-up-and-yell! J.B. will blaze through the top 10 Biblical signs that prove beyond a shadow of a doubt
that we’re living in the very last of the last days.

1 Thes. 2 - Apostasy or Rapture Andy Woods

This one is exciting for Believers! While most Bible scholars teach that 2 Thes 2 is referring to a “falling away” that will happen at the end of the age, Andy will walk us through a different yet scripturally sound interpretation.

50 Reasons Rapture’s Close! Dave Reagan

Dave Reagan, one of the top Bible prophecy experts in the nation, takes you on an incredible journey through 50 Bible
prophecies and how each is being, or has been, fulfilled. Jesus IS coming soon!

7 Future Events That Will Shake The World! Ed Hindson

This is one heck of an outline of the BIG 7 prophetic events that are dead ahead. Great for witnessing, Sunday school classes, small groups or personal studies.

7 Huge Bible Prophecy Lies Ed Hindson

The closer we get to the second coming of Christ, the more Satan works overtime to keep his lies on the front burner! Ed
skillfully compares the truth with seven commonly accepted prophecy errors. Great for small groups or individual study.

7 Signs The Rapture’s Close Ed Hindson

We’re living in the last days of the last days and Ed shows why in no uncertain terms in this gripping presentation!

8 Great Debates in Bible Prophecy Ron Rhodes

Using myriads of verses, Ron outlines eight of the most important end-times debates in Bible prophecy, including the critical
timing of events. He provides succinct conclusions that shows Bible prophecy is intended to be a blessing for every believer!

A Mind-Bending Walk Through Revelation 12 Andy Woods

Andy takes us on a walk through one of the most action-packed chapters in the entire Bible. Israel, the Messiah, Satan’s
crash to earth, Jesus in the Tribulation and Israel’s worst day in the history of the earth are all covered.

After the Millennium Paul Van Noy

When Satan is finally cast into the lake of fire at the end of the millennium, time stops and eternity begins. What will it
be like? Paul, Compass’ doctrinal “go to” guy, gives us a fascinating Biblical picture of our future home. And we won’t be
sitting on a cloud playing harps!

All About Rapture Dave Reagan

Everything you need to know about our sudden, surprise and exhilarating Church exit.
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America and the 10 Kings of Revelation Wilfred Hahn

Wilfred is an expert in Bible Prophecy and his niche is The Book Of Revelation. He’ll delve deeply into those interesting
last days’ 10 world powers with Biblical twists and turns few have studied.

Armageddon—Past, Present, or Future Ed Hindson

Some Bible teachers, including Hank Hanegraaff and R. C. Sproul, insist that Armageddon has already taken place!? Really? Learn
the Biblical facts that expose this false teaching and the implications to Israel and the Church if it’s not refuted. A must-see!

Artificial Intelligence & the Return of the Nephilim Tom Horn

As scientists work with artificial intelligence and nanotechnology to construct a third strand of DNA that will purportedly make
our bodies disease-free, who will control the ultimate design? Our minds, memories, physiology and even offspring are at stake!

Biblical Proof God Loves Israel Dave Reagan

The Bible says Israel is the apple of God’s eye, and both history and future prophecies confirm that truth!

Characteristics of the Millennium Paul Van Noy

Paul, one of the most doctrinally balanced Bible teachers in America, walks you through 1000 years of Jesus reigning on
the earth as King. Where will Jesus’ throne be? Are babies born in sin? Learn what the Bible says about these questions and
much more in this awesome, and quite enjoyable, presentation!

Daniel 2 — Understanding God’s Foundational Prophecy! J.B. Hixson

JB is a pastor, author and eschatology expert. Enjoy a great fun study of the statue in Daniel 2, one of the clearest of all
Bible prophecies. Learn the identity of the toes and their implication for those of us alive today!

Dynamic Deception (Last Days Apostasy) Mike Gendron

Mike helps us understand the great deception that is leading the world down a primrose path to destruction—all Biblical
characteristics—most of which are showing up in churches across America today!

End-Time Prophecy Deceptions Don Perkins

Satan’s throwing more dirt and spreading more lies than we can keep up with! Don, one of the top Bible prophecy experts
in the world, outlined his top Bible prophecy lies in one awesome presentation.

Fake First! Mike Gendron

A fascinating comparison of the Antichrist to the true Christ. Are the characteristics of the Antichrist similar to anyone
alive today? Maybe! Mike’s always-astute scriptural observations make a big impact on your understanding of the fascinating prophecies of the false messiah in the end times.

Get Excited–Jesus IS Coming! Dave Reagan

No one can do this better! Outlining all that’s going on that points to the soon arrival of our Lord and Savior, Dave will get
dead men excited about the soon return of Jesus to a non-expecting and unprepared world.

God’s “Hints” For The Timing of Future Events Mike Norten

We may not be able to know the day and hour of the Rapture, but we can sure know and discern the season. And Mike’s presentation covers a plethora of solid Scriptural “hints” that will blow your mind how close we could be to our exhilarating exit!

God’s Plan For The Ages Dave Reagan

God is in control and never is it more evident than when you see how perfectly His plan is unfolding. Beginning with
Adam, and ending with a new heaven and earth, this is one incredible prophecy presentation! If you love Bible prophecy,
get this presentation!

Jesus in Bible Prophecy Ed Hindson
The best overview of Jesus on the planet! It’s a no-nonsense, stand-up-and-yell overview of Who Jesus really is. Great study!

Great Last Days Deceptions J.B. Hixson

The Bible is chock full of prophetic predictions about the time in which we live. J.B., a seasoned writer/lecturer on
pre-millennial/pre-tribulational doctrines, takes a look at Bible Prophecy through the lens of Satan’s deceptive agenda. And
boy has Satan been busy!!

Hell on Earth (Tribulation) David Hocking

The 70th Week of Daniel is looming dead ahead as a post-rapture event. The 7-year peace treaty, the Two Witnesses, the rebuilding of the Jewish Temple, 144,000 Jewish evangelists, the abomination of desolation, Jewish massacre, Jews protected
in the wilderness, God’s wrath, the mark of the beast, and more!

In the Twinkling of an Eye (Rapture) Don Perkins

Learn who, what, when, and where regarding the next big Church Age event when suddenly, without warning, millions of
believers will simply vanish from the face of the earth. Great graphics! Riveting!

Israel and the Last Days Dave Reagan

God’s chosen will be back in the limelight as Israel comes racing onto the world stage as a major player! What happens?
How do they survive? Who will be her allies? What will cause the world to want what she has? This will change how you
read your newspaper!

Jesus is Coming Soon! Ed Hindson

You have to have on blinders not to think Rapture might be close! So, like no one else can do, Ed winds-up our Bible conference
with a fantastic outline of Jesus’ Second Coming! This stand-up-and-yell presentation will be passed around ’til the rapture!

Jesus Returns and Reigns (Millennium) Thomas Ice

Jesus returns to earth, defeats Satan, and rules for 1,000 years from Jerusalem. Where, when, how? Everything you wanted
to know about the 1000-year reign of Jesus from Jerusalem—exciting!

Judgment In The Valley of Jehoshaphat Dave Reagan

Some 80% of Christians believe that the Church is now the recipient of God’s original promise to Israel. But is that in
Scripture? Dave Succinctly dismantles this absurd doctrine while showing the awful ramifications of its tentacles.

Just Before Rapture Mike Gendron

The Bible has a plethora of verses describing what the world will be like just before the Rapture, and Mike will delve into
them all.You’ll be amazed at these two to three thousand year old sobering prophecies about the times in which we live!

Left Behind: Why Bible Prophecy is SO Important Tim LaHaye

From the man who sold 35 million books around a Bible-prophecy theme. He gets your juices flowing.

Miracle of the Messianic Jew Dave Reagan

Some 80% of Christians believe that the Church is now the recipient of God’s original promises to Israel. But is that in
Scripture? Dave succinctly dismantles this absurd doctrine while showing the awful ramifications of its tentacles.

Myths That Malign Israel Dave Reagan

Dave lists the major lies Satan has perpetrated about the tiny Jewish nation that’s come back from the dead after some 2000
years of dispersion.

Prophetic Big Picture Mark Hitchcock

The big Bible prophecy picture of what’s ahead using a literal interpretation and a pre-millennial / pre-tribulational view of
the Bible! Mark uses Daniel’s vision of the four major world empires to lay the foundation for the Bible Prophecy Conference.

The Believer’s Exciting Future! Ed Hindson

Oh is this ever a great time to be alive! Ed shows why in this amazing presentation!
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Revelation Wrath, Revelation Glory Dave Reagan

You might call this “The Best of Bible Prophecy.” Dave, one of the best Bible teachers alive today, outlines the Book of Revelation in a down-to-earth, easy-to-understand manner. An excellent guideline for interpretation of this fascinating book as
well as implications for Christians living in the last of the last days!

Ten Bible Prophecies Being Fulfilled Today Tim LaHaye

Tim, author of the wildly successful Left Behind series and 30 other best-selling Bible-based books, has been teaching Bible
prophecy using a literal hermeneutic for over 50 years! And these 10 prophecies get you fired up that The Rapture is just a
twinkle away!

The 70 Weeks of Daniel J.B. Hixson

Based on Daniel 9:24-27, this is one of two foundational Bible prophecies you MUST correctly understand to properly understand the future. It covers the entire time from 483 BC through the Tribulation. It promises Israel will go back to blood
sacrifices before the 2nd Coming and confirms there’ll be a peace treaty that sets it all in motion.

The Air-Tight Case for Pre-Trib Rapture Ed Hindson

The correct interpretation of Biblical Escatology (Bible verses dealing with future events) heavily influences how you view
Israel, the second coming of Jesus, and even the wrath of God. Ed gives verse after verse explaining the absolute certainty
of pre-trib Rapture!

The Armageddon Scenario Hal Lindsey

Where we are and where we’re headed from a Biblical vantage point. Taken from Matthew 24, this is ninety minutes of the
Best of Hal Lindsey.

The Book of Daniel in 55 Minutes Ed Hindson

An incredible overview of the most prophecy-rich book in the Bible.

The Coming Anti-Christ —Who, What, Where and How Thomas Ice

Everything there is to know about the future man who comes out of nowhere, brings a false peace and rules the world.
Tommy is a great resource!

The Coming One-World Religion Mike Gendron

A fascinating look into the not-too-distant future. An uncomfortable reality of how the major religions of the world will all
come together…Muslims, Christians, Catholics, Buddists . . . everyone . . . one for all . . . all for one!

The Coming Persecution of Christians in America John Loeffler

John outlines shockers from around the world and here in the U.S. that show it’s when—not if, but when! This is a must-see!!!

The Coming Seven Year Tribulation Don Perkins
Immediately following Rapture, the world will endure a seven-year period that is the most Biblically discussed prophetic time
in scripture. It covers the soon-to-be-announced peace treaty between 10 nations and Israel, the two Jewish witnesses, rebuilding the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem for sacrificial offerings, Russia & China’s invasion of Israel, Armageddon and more.
The Coming World Government Andy Woods

The Bible tells us where we’re headed in the last days . . . into a one-world government. But who will run it? What is its
purpose? How will it affect Christians living on the earth in the last days prior to Rapture? Andy covers it all from a Biblical
perspective. A great study on a timely topic!

The Critical Importance of Studying Prophecy Andy Woods

Many Churches today shy away from even mentioning “Bible Prophecy” often calling it “unnecessarily divisive.” Andy Shows
in no uncertain terms why this tact is from the pit of hell.

The Exponential Prophecy Curve Dave Reagan

If you love Bible prophecy, this is stand up and yell! Dave gives a most energetic presentation of Bible prophecies being
fullfilled today. Great proof we are living in the very last days! Great for small groups, Sunday school or personal study.

The Incredible Effects of the Rapture Paul Van Noy

A great study of what happens to Christians, and non-Christians, at the moment of Rapture. Paul tops it off with five 100%
irrefutable reasons it WILL happen before the Tribulation!

The Mystique of Mount Moriah Randall Price

Randall, an expert regarding the Temple Mount, will take us through an amazing walk through the rich history and future
friction between the Jews and the Muslims over this volatile real estate—God’s special place on earth!

The Nine Future Wars of Bible Prophecy Dave Reagan

This was the most requested presentation at the conference! Dave takes you on a remarkable journey through Israel’s last
100 years with great visuals and enthusiasm to match.

The Second Coming of Jesus Christ Dave Reagan

There is nothing like getting ALL the facts about the Second Coming—in one awesome presentation. Dave Reagan is one
of the top Bible teachers in the world today. His enthusiasm for the Word of God mixed with excellent graphics gets you
fired up! A wealth of information!

What Believers Will Be Doing in the Millennium Don Perkins

For 30 years Don has taught and defended pre-millennial Bible Prophecy doctrine. And this entertaining presentation of
what it will be like living in a world without sin with Jesus ruling from His throne in Jerusalem will thrill your soul!

Understanding Israel and the Middle East! Dave Reagan

The presentation everyone is talking about—a MUST-see!!!! Every Believer on the planet needs to see this!

Why Do The Nations Rage Dave Reagan

An EXCELLENT overview of what in the world is going on… and how everything is moving to final climax as predicted in
the Bible.

Why Jesus Is Pre-Trib Dave Reagan

Some 80-85% of Christians in the world do not believe in a future pre-tribulational Rapture of true Believers.Yet Jesus
Himself taught this truth. Dave shows the ridiculous doctrinal inconsistencies of believing anything but a mass removal of
Believers just prior to the coming Tribulation.

Why Mid & Post Trip Rapture Can’t Happen Paul Van Noy
Will the Rapture happen prior to the great Tribulation, the 70th Week of Daniel? Or will the Church endure some or all
of the horrific events described in the Book of Revelation? Paul proves beyond a shadow of a doubt Rapture will happen
BEFORE the 7 years.

Why the World Hates Israel Thomas Ice

Understanding Israel is the key to correctly understanding Bible prophecy.This is an eye-opener for the times in which we live!

Your Future Judgment Day Dave Reagan

A complete detailed examination of God’s three main human judgments: Judgment of Believers; Judgment of the nonbelievers; and Judgments of the nations. Who, when and what matters … incredible! Excellent DVD for Sunday school, small
group or personal study.
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Business & Finance
VIDEOS

Principles of a REAL Christian Business Daryl Kraft

Everyone in business needs to see this if they want to truly run their business/departments/etc., God’s way.

The Exchanged Life Daryl Kraft

Despite how hard he tried, Daryl, a successful businessman, author and Bible teacher, never felt he was doing enough for
God. It wasn’t until God revealed this simple but incredible truth that he began experiencing supernatural peace, joy and
freedom from all guilt. Every Believer needs to grasp this life-changing info!

The Future of Gold, Silver and the Dollar Tom Cloud

Our national income is about 2 trillion dollars a year, but we are spending 3.5 trillion dollars a year. We borrow 4 billion
dollars a day to pay for this shortfall . . . this is not going to end well for every living American—Christians and non-Christians alike. Everyone needs to know and prepare for the probable end of this unrelenting problem.

What the Bible Says About Money Larry Burkett
From someone who was one of the most knowledgeable men in America in the area of Christian finances, a great overview
of God’s laws in respect of money. Great for individual, small group or Sunday School!
Will The Real CEO Please Stand Up! Dave Moore

Dave, using his highly charged and invigorating presentation skills, shows what it takes to be a leader—whether in your
house, in business, in church, organizing an event, or even as an athletic coach. If you want to lead, or are a leader in any
area, this presentation will give you a kick in the pants!

Home of the Brave Bill Perkins

A 12-minute video of the “Home of the Brave” reading by Bill Perkins on opening night of the Steeling the Mind Bible Conference at the rebuilt Noah’s Ark in Northern Kentucky in September 2016. Also includes 6 minutes of conference highlights
including shots inside of and outside of the Ark and video clips from the conference.

Vanished?

The Rapture will come without a warning, at a time you least expect. So these
instructions may be the most important thing you leave behind! They’ll explain to
many puzzled people what just happened, and more importantly, what’s dead ahead!
Download a free copy of the 16-page booklet
at compass.org.

16-Page Booklet
1 copy
10 copies
100 copies
1000 copies

$2
$10
$80
$600

Order yours

TODAY!!!
(800) 977-2177
compass.org

doctrine
VIDEOS

7 Principles that Make America Great Andy Woods

We hear a lot about “Making America Great Again.” So what was it that made America great in the first place? Andy Details
7 Biblical principles on which this country was founded.

America’s Painful Divorce from God Dave Reagan

When the U.S. Supreme Court disallowed prayer in schools in 1962, it began the downward spiral of the most blessed
nation on the face of the earth—in all of history. Dave outlines what abandoning God has cost this nation over the last 50
years—and what it will take to get back on track!

False Prophets in the Last Days Mike Gendron

The Bible warns us that there will be many false prophets in the days prior to the Rapture. Who are these prophets today?

Perfected Forever Paul Van Noy

This may be the most impacting presentation you will ever hear/see. Paul shows us, in no uncertain terms, the state of
grace in which Believers live! Or should live!! This change-your-life explanation of what took place on Calvary is doctrinally sound, yet rarely taught in churches today. What a truth release!! Great to pass around!

Replacement Theology: From the Pit of Hell Dave Reagan

Some 80% of Christians believe that the Church is now the recipient of God’s original promise to Israel. But is that in
Scripture? Dave Succinctly dismantles this absurd doctrine while showing the awful ramifications of its tentacles.

The Communist Agenda In The USA Curtis Bowers

By hook or crook, the 1960s hades-bent radicals have made “politically correct” most of what the Bible calls sin! And this
was done right under our noses! But armed with information, we can better know where to draw the lines and fight the
good fight. Must-know info!

The Imminency of Rapture J.B. Hixson

This is a Bible prophecy lovers’ consummate study. J. B. walks us through the necessity of holding dearly to the doctrine of
Imminency, just as the Believers of the first century did!

Tolerating The Intolerable Josh McDowell

Hold onto your seats for this one. Josh, not one to mince words, gives a let-the-fur-fly, tell-it-like-it-is presentation on
being used by God in the wild world in which we live! This was the proverbial “barn-burner!”

Evangelism/exhortation
VIDEOS

Are You Sure You’re A Christian? Mike Gendron

An awesome outline of the seven most critical doctrines every true Believer should believe . . . and you may be on shaky
ground if you don’t believe all seven! Great for witnessing!

Doctrines of Demons -Who Qualifies as a Cult Mike Gendron

Excellent for small groups or Sunday School to get ’em talking about who is a cult and why.

Eye-Opening Stories From Behind The Cameras Gina Loudon

Gina is the consummate “Fox Girl” and her passion comes out in this, “Here’s what’s really going on” expose’!

False Conversions in the Church Mike Gendron

There are pesky little verses that suggest there are false conversions in the church today. Who are these people? What is the
difference between a false and true conversion? Mike, doctrinally sound and armed with excellent graphics, delves into a
normally untouchable, but hugely important, subject.

God and the Gushy Gospel Mike Gendron

Are you witnessing with a watered-down gospel? Learn the true gospel versus a false gospel. Warning: This presentation is
downright convicting! But nails it!

Hard Questions for Good Catholics Mike Gendron

A straightforward no-nonsense list of questions for our Catholic friends and family.

Hell — Real or Imagined John Ankerberg

Biblical outline of the doctrine of Hell. Great for evangelism!

Hell’s Best Kept Secret Kirk Cameron

You have to love it when a movie star gets saved! Kirk gives his version of Ray Comfort’s classic presentation on the best
way to witness.

How to Explain Jesus to Your Non-Christian Friends John Ankerberg
Great tips on how to be used by God.

How to Know God’s Will Kirk Youngblood

Let’s face it, Satan has his deceptive hands in everything. From our government and military to our local churches and
homes. So as we make HUGE decisions in these last days, Kirk’s outline of how to really know God’s Will is timely!!

Jesus in the Old Testament John Barnett

Enjoy this walk through the OT showing how Christ is our city of “refuge.” John shows the cities of refuge are a picture of Christ!

jesus vs. JESUS Mike Gendron

All across America, Jesus’ name is proclaimed. But how many are teaching the truth about the real Jesus? The characteristics of the REAL Jesus will open a lot of eyes – if not hearts!

Juggling, Fibonacci, Intelligent Design & Salvation Cooper Dauer

Cooper, only 19 years old, is a rising name in Biblical apologetics. Home schooled, he won California’sYoung Man of Achievement Award in 2012. His presentation is targeted to youth, so as he juggles, solves the Rubik’s Cube, discusses God’s “Intelligent
Design” and gives the salvation message, think about getting this presentation into the hands of your kids and/or grandkids!
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Rescuing Your Loved Ones from God’s Wrath Mike Gendron

When the dust settles, the only thing that really matters is who goes to heaven and who goes to hell, and God wants to use us
to rescue people from the wrath to come. So Mike, an ardent evangelist, will share Biblical suggestions for reaching friends,
family and co-workers with the Good News that their sins—past, present and future—have been paid by Jesus on Calvary.

Knowing God Deeper Woodrow Kroll

Men—learn the key to finding the “peace that surpasses all understanding.” Wood shows you how to not miss the key element in spiritual maturity.

Last Days Evangelism Mike Gendron

As we draw closer to the end of the Church Age and the catching away of the Church, how should we view evangelism?
What’s different today? Should we be concerned about those left behind? Mike goes in-depth!

Paul’s Outline for Witnessing Mike Gendron

Everyone can use Biblical pointers when God opens a door for you to witness to your family and friends. Mike’s insights
will give you the confidence to be “bold for Christ!”

Satan’s Big Six Mike Gendron

Satan is definitely alive and active. He hates believers and non-believers alike… and has tons of misinformation out there.
Mike masterfully puts it in perspective through the top six satanic lies. Awesome!

Truth or Consequences Ray Comfort

Following Kirk Cameron’s presentation “Hell’s Best Kept Secret,” Ray lays down a no-brainer case for Christ!

What Catholics Don’t Know Mike Gendron

The Catholic Church, with over one billion members worldwide, is teaching some “not-in-the-Bible doctrines.” Mike says
there probably isn’t one Christian in a thousand that truly understands what the Catholic church teaches. This is great info
for family or friends who are Catholic to see Catholic doctrines compared side by side to the Word of God.

What Catholics Should Know Mike Gendron

The Catholic Church, with over one billion members worldwide, is the largest “Christian” denomination on the planet.
How do their doctrines compare to the word of God? Mike takes a no-nonsense approach and compares apples to apples in
this truly eye-opening presentation! This is a follow up to “What Catholics Don’t Know.”

Where Will You Spend Eternity? Mike Gendron

As we move closer to the Rapture of the Church, we expect to have more and more opportunities to be used by God with our
family, friends and coworkers. So we asked Mike, a gifted evangelist, to make a presentation that can be used as a witnessing tract.

Which Gospel is the TRUE Gospel Mike Gendron

There is so much trash being taught in today’s churches—what exactly is the truth? And is truth being proclaimed in your
church? Learn the true Biblical model to be able to filter out these last-days deceptions!

Who Really Goes to Heaven John Ankerberg

An excellent overview of who actually is going to escape from the fires of hell!

Witnessing In The Last Days

Mike Gendron
As the world grinds toward Rapture, Believers will have more and more opportunities to share what God has done in our
lives. Mike, who has the gift of evangelism, will scripturally outline our many future opportunities as volatility increases
and how we can be used by God for His glory! What a great time to be alive!

Healing America From Racial Hate Jesse Lee Peterson

What is the real reason blacks riot in the streets? Jesse says it’s modern day emotional slavery from race hustlers pushing
welfare, todd stamps and subsiding housing, shackling blacks worse than any 17th century slave trade ever could. Jesse
recently turned Hannity and Fox News upside down with his honest, straight forward and Biblical rooted remarks!

Frank Peretti
VIDEOS

A Few Things I Learned Since I Knew It All Frank Peretti

Frank Peretti does it again. In one of the funniest but extremely open and convicting presentations ever, Frank traces his
Biblical convictions from early in his life to present . . . and how and why they changed.

Answers for Atheists

Frank Peretti
Using wit and humor, Frank lets go with both barrels showing the illogical thinking of atheists. Fighting fire with fire, he
showed the emptiness of their arguments and got a standing ovation!

God’s Way or Man’s Way Frank Peretti

This best-selling Christian author has the innate ability to get to the meat of a controversial position, exposing the truth, or
lack thereof. And he continues to wake up Believers with this presentation about Christians desiring to do an “end around”
instead of God’s way, “up the middle.”You’ll enjoy this humor-filled and practically positioned thought process of what is
God’s best for our life!

Jesus the Rescuer Frank Peretti

Frank was in high gear for this one as he walks through verses in the Old and New Testament that show Jesus is Lord and
King. He weaves in a “safety versus sinking” analogy that is amazing.

The Apple Frank Peretti

25 years ago came The Chair, now comes The Apple. In a way only Frank can do, he’ll explain how by observing ho wan
apple decays, we can clearly see what is happening to our culture today.

The Chair Frank Peretti

Our most requested title! Several Christian colleges show this DVD to incoming freshmen. Frank opens your eyes to God’s truth
using humor, fact, and every-day illustrations of a world gone mad. Using only a chair, Frank shows the absurdity of not having a
fixed point of reference outside our life and its ramifications.You’ll laugh and cry. A must-see for teens and adults alike.

The Challenge Frank Peretti

Ah Frank, Frank, Frank . . . you da man. Where do you come up with this stuff? It’s got to be from God ’cause it’s so convicting! In this superb presentation, Frank shows us how we can mature in our faith—despite our mistakes, using himself as
a quite interesting example.

The Charge Frank Peretti

Frank is really good! If you liked The Chair or The Chart, you’ll love The Charge! He shows how silly our post-modern
Christianity has become. Frank for President!

The Chart Frank Peretti

You choose: Is it God’s way or man’s way? In his wonderfully witty way, Frank traces the fall of man and its ramifications to
humans. And, oh boy, the Garden of Eden scene he describes is about the funniest explanation you’ve ever heard. Lots of
fun and doctrinally sound!

The Choice Frank Peretti

Enjoy one of America’s foremost storytellers as you’ve never seen him before. If you have appreciated his writing, you
simply will be blown away by this live presentation of a master storyteller. He uses wit and humor to show the stupidity of
“politically correct” thinking!
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The Church of Confusion Frank Peretti

Frank looks closely at the scriptural outline given to us by Paul in the Epistles. What are we doing well and where have we
strayed off course? Are we fulfilling Bible prophecy by “tickling of ears” with our post-modern culture and marketing?

The Covering and Northern Cross Band! Frank Peretti

Wow! This best-selling Christian author made an awesome knock-your-socks-off presentation of how you are fully covered
by the blood of Jesus. Doctrinally sound and hilarious! Frank’s band, Northern Cross, is also featured playing their country
blue grass songs. Entertaining!

israel
VIDEOS

God, Gaza & Israel Nonie Darwish

Nonie, born in Egypt and raised in Gaza, was educated by Arabs to hate Jews. But Christ changed her heart, and she is now an
ardent supporter of Israel. She gives first-hand insight into the Arab/Israeli problems and life in Gaza. Absolutely incredible!

In Defense of Israel Ed Hindson

If you want to really know what’s going on, watch Israel. So goes Israel, so goes the world. Ed, who can defend the
pre-tribulational, pre-millennial doctrines in his sleep, makes the case for Israel as not only God’s timepiece, but also a
nation we should stand beside, through thick and thin. If we ever stop supporting Israel . . . duck!

Israel — Past, Present & Future Prophecies Dave Reagan

Israel is God’s special place on earth and Dave does an incredible job of laying out, not only the past, but the present and
future as outlined in the Bible. Nothing like seeing what’s dead-ahead on God’s timetable.

Israel - Why Her Fight Is Our Fight Randy Neal

Israel is God’s hourglass—so goes Israel, so goes the world. The only problem is the world has no clue! One of the most
important reasons the United States has been allowed to prosper is to be able to defend Israel as God gathers her people
back to their homeland. If that defense ever falters . . . oh what a mess! This is an eye-opener!

Israel in Bible Prophecy Gary Frazier

A boatload of fascinating information that will change the way you read the newspaper. Every Christian in the world needs
this info!

Israel Today, from a Military Perspective Avi Lipkin

Former IDF officer gives inside information about Israeli military concerns including what to watch in the future. No PowerPoint was used but tons of info given.

Israel, Islam and Armageddon Mike Gendron

How can a “One World Religion” make sense in the Tribulation? Can Muslims, Christians worship the same god?

Israel: 2nd Temple Location Randall Price

Mount Moriah is God’s special place on this planet. It’s where Abraham offered Isaac as a sacrifice, where the Jews sacrificed 20K lambs at Passover and where Jesus will reign as King of the Earth. there are architecturally proven and stone-embedded reasons the Temple will be located on or near the location of the current Dome of the Rock.
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Jerusalem in Bible Prophecy Dave Reagan
Israel celebrates her 70th anniversary in 2018 and watching her is like watching God’s time clock–so goes Jerusalem, so
goes the world. Dave uses only a few of the 800+ Jerusalem references in the Bible to make crystal clear whats dead ahead
on God’s Timetable.

The Battle for Israel Ed Hindson

God says Israel is the apple of His eye, chosen from all the peoples of the earth for His purposes. Those who support Israel
will be blessed, those who don’t, won’t. What does the future hold for the U.S. as she backs away as a staunch ally?

The Incredible Future of Israel Mike Gendron
Israel was prophesied to return after 2000 years of world exile and take over their God-given land in the latter days. They
did. They are also prophesied to have a strong army, nuclear bombs and to be a burden to the world. They are. So what does
the future hold for God’s chosen? Mike explains it all in a most fascinating outline of Israel’s future!

The Jewish Temple–Coming Soon Again! Randall Price
This is the prophecy buff’s dream Bible study! The Bible says that the Jewish Temple MUST be built prior to the Second
Coming of Christ. Randall shows an up-to-date who, what, where and when the construction will begin. Excellent!

The Jews, Money and Global Government Wilfred Hahn

No, we don’t believe the Jews are in a conspiracy to take over the world. But they are God’s chosen people and there is an
incredible mix of prophetic factors that are sure to play out in this last-days generation. This eye-opening presentation will
jolt you into a heightened awareness of God’s prophetic plan for the Jews.

The Miracle of Israel Dave Reagan

This was the most requested presentation at the conference! Dave takes you on a remarkable journey through Israel’s last
100 years with great visuals and enthusiasm to match. Many Christians take a cavalier attitude toward Israel, its rebirth,
and its future. But Dave combines Bible verses with history showing why it’s important for Believers to keep Israel front
and center in our prayers and support.

Why the World Hates Israel Thomas Ice

Understanding Israel is the key to correctly understanding Bible prophecy.This is an eye-opener for the times in which we live!

Watch FREE streaming with

TV

Enjoy a great new STEEL ON STEEL Bible
study every week on our CompassTV
free streaming!

Every week we post a new one-click video by top Bible
teachers tackling tough Bible subjects on CompassTV.
You can watch on your phone, tablet, computer or
even your digital TV. Just click on the CompassTV
tab on compass.org home page or go to
compass.org/TV Enjoy!

marriage & family
VIDEOS

Back to the Garden Susie Perkins

This 45-minute presentation proved to be quite the eye-opener. Susie, wife of Compass Executive Director Bill Perkins, shows
how getting back to God’s original design for marriage can transform your marriage—regardless of what state it’s in! And this
powerful “life key” is not just about you—it can impact your children and grandchildren for generations to come.

Back to the Garden—For Men Bill Hines

As a follow-up to Susie Perkins’ “Back to the Garden” presentation for women, this is a “must see” for men desiring God’s
best in their marriages.

Family God’s Way Josh McDowell

The family unit is under attack from all sides—even from the inside. Christian families are not exempt from external as
well as internal threats. Josh boldly confronts Christians on some of the most significant issues of the family today.

Help Lord, My Son Has Pink Hair!!! Bob Waliszewski

Raising children in today’s environment is obviously a huge challenge due to peer-pressure on children, working moms and
digital distractions. Bob, who was with Focus on the Family when this was recorded, gives practical advice.

Hinds Feet On High Places Children’s Movie

Compass International
Filmed in Washington State, Idaho and Canada with a cast of 70. This is a very inspiring Christian allegory based on Hanna
Hunnard’s classic book by the same title. Little Miss Much Afraid, a crippled girl, journeys to the high places after trusting
the call of the shepherd. For ages 5-12 .... drives home the point: “I can do all things through Christ Who strengthens me.”

How to Love Your Spouse—Regardless! Greg Knapp

The entire conference was so quiet you could hear a pin drop as Greg Knapp, a retired attorney, shared his God-given
understanding of true agape love. This simple outline was used in counseling everyone who came to him for a divorce, resulting in reversing the divorce decision for 70%. AND, putting them on track for an incredible, and I mean INCREDIBLE,
joyful, interesting, loving, wonderful life together! If you’re married, or to be married, get this DVD!

Inside The Public School Nightmare Russ Miller

This one’s an eye-opener. Learn what kids today are taught using textbooks as the source-unbelievable!

Is Christian Psychology Biblical? T.A. McMahon

Christians are being duped left and right, as is the rest of the world, on the need for counselors to tell you how to feel.
Now counseling has become the #1 major in almost every seminary. But is this latter-day phenomenon scriptural? Tom
shows you Biblical facts that will raise a lot of eyebrows!

Lies in the Public School Textbooks Kent Hovind

This eye-opening information is must-have for parents and teachers alike.You won’t believe what is being taught every day
in our public schools!

Why Women Are Weird and Men are a Mess Dave Moore

This was the funniest Steeling presentation in the history of Steeling! People were crying they were laughing so hard! “I
learned more about my wife in 45 minutes than the 35 years I’ve been married,” said one attendee. Every person who is
married, or will be married, will love this one!!!
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Love Is Not A Feeling Josh McDowell

Oh yes, this was a presentation for the ages! His message on love, romance and keys to longevity, often humorous but often
pointed, made this a fun presentation for all.

Love Isn’t Taking Your Wife Bear Hunting! Daryl Kraft

Helps guys understand girls and girls to understand guys. If you’re married (or planning to be), get this DVD!

Marriage on the Rock DVD Set, Various Speakers

Compass’ top six marriage DVD presentations from the Steeling the Mind Bible Conference all for one incredible low price! $19.95

Raising Godly Children in an Ungodly World Ken Ham

Ken, founder of the ministry “Answers In Genesis” in Kentucky, is quite the teacher. He shows why the foundation for
teaching children HAS to be built on the Bible. And he unlocks the secret to teaching your children about the Bible!

Real Men Eat Verses!

Woodrow Kroll
A good, swift, kick in the butt for men who are serious about living a Godly life.

Satan’s Strategies for Your Heart & Mind Ed Hindson

Shows how the impact of television and other media is changing the thoughts and actions of Christians! This guy is the best
Bible teacher on the planet!!

The Hush Hush Problem of Porn Josh McDowell

No one wants to talk about it. Few will admit it even exists,Yet 50% of men admit to viewing porn at least once a month.
And this is killing Christian families and church members…DAILY! Josh’s bold approach is refreshing and much-needed to
combat one of Satan’s best tools to compromise a Believer’s testimony.

The Solution to Dealing with Porn Josh McDowell

Pulling no punches, Josh gives straight answers to this seemingly out-of-control problem…answers every Believer needs to know.

Why Christian Children Rebel

Tim Kimmel
Nearly 90% of evangelical children leave the church after high school—and most never return. Learn what choices like
tattoos and body piercings really mean. And what parents do wrong so often. Hugely informative!

Why Christians Can’t Trust Psychology Gino Geraci

The largest growing field in Bible colleges today is Christian counseling.Yet, as Gino convincingly shows, most use of this
relatively new phenomenon is totally out of scriptural bounds. Anyone who is going to a Christian counselor, or is considering going, needs to see this DVD!

Compass Bible Trips
Go to Compass.org to see all our upcoming Bible trips that defend the accuracy of scripture from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22!

signs of the times
VIDEOS

America’s Christian Roots Russ Miller

Listening to the liberals you would think this nation was founded by a bunch of atheists! But that is far from the truth.
You’ll learn the backgrounds and testimonies of our founding fathers and incredible pictures of our nation’s capital today—
with Christianity proudly displayed on most every key building. God bless America!

America’s Founding Fathers, Deist or Christian David Barton

Hundreds of facts and insights prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that our country was founded on solid Christian principles by born-again believers rooted in the Word.

America’s Mass Media Deception Dale Berryhill Only Available on Audio CD
Compares the truth with actual footage from newscasts.

America’s Spiritual Crisis Dave Reagan

Dave shows without a doubt that America’s problem is a spiritual problem. This may be the most important presentation
ever given at Steeling!

Beheadings and the Bible Shahram Hadian

The Bible says that in the Tribulation multitudes will lose their lives to “beheadings” (Rev. 20:4). Is the recent rise of Muslim-led beheadings a sign of what’s ahead? Shahram explains in detail. Pass this one around!!

Can Trump Trump The U.N. World Agenda? Andy Woods

The Bible says a time will come when a one-world government will begin a world wide persecution of Christians. Andy
compares the latest U.N. goals with Biblical passages and what a Trump Administration will be up against. Unbelievable!

Catholics & Evangelicals—How Different Are We? Mike Gendron

This is an incredible no-nonsense comparison of Protestants and Catholics. This understanding of the differences is critical as
Catholics and Evangelicals are growing more tolerant of each other, finding less doctrinal differences and even trading pulpits. Is
this divine guidance or the last days’ apostasy?

Christians & the Coming Chaos John Loeffler

Like an ever-growing tsunami, Christianity is the ever-increasing target of the liberal world agenda. John, known affectionately as “Mr. Research,” is a modern-day “Watchman on the Wall” as he unloads a boatload of information you need to know
as we move from calm to chaos.

Christians and Civil Disobedience J.B. Hixson

Our government’s getting more and more into our personal lives . . . tracking and tracing every move . . . demanding ungodly
actions . . . so at what point do Christians say “enough is enough.” Our responsibility as Believers is not what you think!

Christians and Politics—An Inside Look Helen Chenoweth

Only available on Audio CD

Learn what goes on in the behind-the-scenes politics of Washington and their impact on Christians. Helen was a three-term
conservative Republican Congresswoman from Idaho.
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Christians and the Obama Nation Dave Moore

Dave won the hearts of a Steeling conference with his knee-buckling presentation on forgiveness. We see a different side of
Dave in this machine-gun, let-it-fly, wake-up-and-smell-the-coffee presentation about what we witnessed first-hand in our
country!

Christians Better Wake Up! Alan Franklin

Europeans lost all their individual rights when they voted to join into the European Union. They were told one thing but given
another. Alan, coming all the way from Great Britain, shows in minute detail how America is in lock-step, heading down the
same path. Lots of details—and a bit scary.

Christians in Film & Television Pat Boone Only available in Audio CD.

Taking a conservative Christian stand in Hollywood brings ridicule and scorn, but Pat has stood the test of time for 50
years! Wow! He passionately shared how the movie industry can be changed and shows what Christians can do.

Cloning, Stem Cells & the Bible Mike Riddle

Everything you need to know about cloning and stem cells as it pertains to Christians and ethics. A must-see….and uses
great graphics!

Confessions of a Female Talk Show Host Gina Loudon

A quickly rising conservative television and radio host, Gina’s opened a lot of eyes with her passion for true conservative
values. Her background as a homeschool mom of five and wife of a State Senator, combined with her wit and intelligence,
has provided her daily national audience with great ammunition for defending Evangelical conservatives’ values.

Dark Secrets of the United Nations Cliff Kincaid
Information every American needs to know.

Decline and Death Discernment Mike Gendron

Where have all those good churches gone? Why is the Bible being ignored from the pulpit in so many churches today?
Learn the answers to these and more as doctrinally sound Mike Gendron sounds a wake-up call to pastors and congregations alike. He nails it!

Divorced from the Church Eric Barger

It’s happening all across America, even the world. A local church, that has for a long time defended the inerrant Word of
God, changes doctrinal direction almost overnight. Those who oppose the “new direction” are ushered out of the church,
or often forced out, by those who were formerly part of their church “family.” What is it that is sweeping the world causing
good churches to go bad? Eric’s presentation will explain it all!

Drugs & Depression in the Last Days Paul Van Noy

Paul is one of the most solid doctrinal teachers in America today! His outline of the eight Biblical dispensations, incorporating the tribulation as a separate dispensation, has rattled the establishment’s historical understanding at the highest levels.
This presentation exposes the latter-day prescription drug industry and its effect on unsuspecting humans! Shocking!

Eyes Wide Open Shahram Hadian

Islam’s American agenda

Fires, Floods & Mayhem! From God? Ray Comfort

Thank goodness Ray is quite a funny fellow. Otherwise, hearing all this could make you suicidal! Mixing wit, humor and
pointedly uncomfortable facts, Ray makes the case that God is NOT pleased with America. Maybe it was the 50 million
abortions since 1973.You think?

Global Government Unleashed Gary Kah

Reading today’s newspaper is reading Bible prophecy fulfilled! And Gary’s presentation, mincing no words, shows in no
uncertain terms where we are and where we’re headed. This is a must-see for any Christian who doesn’t have his/her head
in the sand! Mind-blowing!

Global Warning Ed Hindson

Yes, Global Warning is far more important than global warming! Prophetic signs are being fulfilled almost as fast as you can
list them! Ed puts them all together in a presentation you’ll beg your neighbors to watch!

God, Judgment & Weather Dave Reagan

Does the recent strange world weather (tsunamis, hurricanes, tornados, etc.) have ANYTHING to do with the decisions
our country’s leaders make? Dave outlines a fascinating statistical look at how God uses weather and natural disasters to
wake up the masses.

God’s Gift of Fear Carrie Stuart Parks

A close follow-up to Carrie’s award-winning presentation, “How To Tell If Someone Is Lying.” She uses numerous new examples of people caught in their own lies.

God’s Promise of Victory Dave Reagan

For Believers, it’s disheartening to see Biblical morality, individual liberty and free enterprise being constantly shredded by
secular leadership. But when all the dust settles, there is true hope in the One who is ultimately in charge.

Is Trump Our Nineveh Moment? Dave Reagan

God has allowed a wrench to be thrown into the liberal’s march toward a New World Order. What does that mean for
Believers? Dave explains!

How The Black Leadership Exploits America Jesse Lee Peterson

Are Jesse Jackson, Al Sharpton, et al, really looking out for the best interests of the black community? Or are they exploiting the blacks for their own gain? Jesse shows how racism is being taught through politics, the pulpit and in the family.

How to Tell if Someone if Lying Carrie Stuart Parks

From someone who trains the FBI, learn from a Biblical perspective all those tell-tale signs that are easily seen when someone’s not telling you the truth!

Illuminating the New World Order J.B. Hixson

Edmund Burke once said, “Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” J. B. provides a fascinating glimpse into
a Satanic group who have been at work for many years attempting to bring about world government.

Inside An Abortion Clinic Abby Johnson

This is one of the most amazing stories of our day. Abby was a Planned Parenthood Director who oversaw some 24,000
abortions. She had bought into the liberal lie that “It’s only a fetus.” But all that changed when Abby was asked to assist with
an ultrasound-guided abortion and she discovered the horrifying facts of what really goes on during an abortion. The entire
Steeling the Mind Conference sat in stunned silence as she detailed the abortion procedure (No pictures were used).

Inside the White House Bill Koenig

An insider view from a born-again believer’s perspective of the challenges of being the strongest government on earth.
Excellent information about the U.S. dealings with Israel and the consequences (Random? Hardly!) of trying to make Israel
give up land.
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Is There Any Hope for America? Dave Reagan

America is the most prosperous and influential nation in the history of the world. But as secular humanists gain more and
more control, abandoning the Christian principles that made us great, what does our future hold? What can individual Believers do to slow or stop the perilous slide?

Islam & God’s Judgment in the Last Days Shahram Hadian

Shahram, raised a Muslim in Iran before coming to America with his parents and getting saved, explains what is going on
around the world from a Biblical perspective. And its shocking!

Islam’s Allah vs. Jehovah God Shahram Hadian

Chrislam (teaching Allah and Jehovah God are the same) is being pushed by many well-meaning Bible teachers today. But
is it scriptural? What is the real purpose behind it? Where will this eventually lead? Shahram, a former Muslim and recent
candidate for Governor of the State of Washington, exposes the lie and how to fight it.

Islam’s American Agenda Shahram Hadian

Shahram was born a Muslim in Iraq and born-again as a Believer in the U.S. He’s shared his eye-opening insights on Fox News
and dozens of other high profile outlets.You’ll learn mind-blowing information that no one seems to want to talk about!

Last Days For Catholics Mike Gendron

Mike’s a former dyed-in-the-wool Catholic, and this presentation will knock your socks off! Even more so if you are Catholic or have a Catholic family member or friend.

Live Q & A Panel Discussion Chuck Missler, Mike Gendron & Gerald Robison

This was a kick in the pants! You won’t believe some of the questions, and you surely won’t believe some of the answers!
Learn a bunch as our “LIVE” panel responds to audience questions.

Lying, Signs, and Wonders Mike Gendron

The Bible warns that in the last days there will be an exponential increase in deception. As the global deceivers become
more and more obvious to Believers, of what should we be aware?

Masters of Deceit Curtis Bowers

Curtis, former Idaho legislator, opened a lot of eyes with his award-winning and #1 best selling video Agenda- Grinding
America Down. Now he’s exposing the purposeful, premeditated, treasonous attacks on our freedom.

Obama’s War on Religious Liberties Phyllis Schlafly

ObamaCare has been ruled legal and the floodgates are now open. Christians, businesses and churches being forced to pay
for abortions and contraceptives is only the beginning. Does religious liberty still exist in America? Heavyweight Phyllis
takes direct aim at Obama.

OBE/Goals 2000: Don’t Be Deceived! Anita Hoge

This incredible expose of the behind-the-scenes maneuvering to gain control of our children through the education system—
both public and private!

Public Education—What They’re Not Telling You Berit Kjos

Berit opened a lot of eyes with this 1995 presentation in Vail, Colorado. She let the cat out of the bag by showing calculated
intent (some call it conspiracy!) with myriads of uncomfortable facts regarding children in public schools. Eye-opening!
Since this Steeling presentation, Berit has gone on to become a great light for Christians seeking truth, and she points people away from man and to God.

Ramifications of Legalizing Biblical Perversion Andy Woods

Nothing has become more disconcerting than for a Believer to be told they have to violate their beliefs or go to jail. But
that’s what’s happening across the nation. Worse, they have only just begun! Andy exposes the national agenda and what’s
ahead for Believers.

Rome, the Pope, and the One-World Church Mike Gendron

The Bible says there is a one-world government AND a one-world church in the not-too-distant future. Who controls this
“religion?” And to what purpose? Learn this and boat-loads more in this fascinating study of the last days and religion.

Satan’s Top 10 Lies - Lie #1 Divorce is the unpardonable Sin? Bill Perkins

Divorce is NOT the “unforgivable sin!” Learn all the verses why a divorced person is just as cleansed, just as righteous and
just as worthy to serve in the Church as other Christians.

Satanic Strategies Targeting YOUR Church Ray Yungen

Ray is one heck of a researcher.With over 90% (some claim 99%) of the churches today embracing some form of “Emergent” or
“Purpose Driven” philosophies, there’s a good chanceYOUR church has also … or is being targeted. Ray shows how to recognize and stand against this Satanic tidal wave!

Should You Trust The Major Media Marlin Maddoux Available on Audio CD only.
You’ll never again trust your TV or newspaper!

Soros & the UN Plan to Rule the World Cliff Kincaid

There are some big names who want to reduce America’s world dominance. Who are these people and what have they put in
place to achieve this goal? Cliff outlines myriads of uncomfortable facts of which you need to be aware! It’s time to be wise!

The Bible Driven Church

Mike Gendron
For years the so-called “experts” have given us what they think a Biblically-based local church should look like. Problem is, God’s
outline is what counts, not someone’s opinion. Mike does a masterful job of outlining what GOD SAYS should be the characteristics of a local church. And, quite frankly, it doesn’t look much like the Purpose Driven or Emergent Church models.

The Case For Satanic Conspiracy Stan Monteith

Stan, a medical doctor, gave up his practice to begin a nationwide radio show exposing the behind-the-scenes maneuvering
toward a New World Order . . . and boy is he exposing the truth! Making Glen Beck look like a schoolboy, Stan connects
all the dots in this stunner presentation.

The Coming Collision—Pulpit vs Government Andy Woods

Recently in Houston the mayor requested all pastors send their sermons to the government for review so they could determine if churches were preaching anti-homosexual sermons. Where is this headed?

The Corruption of America’s Freedom Alan Keyes Available on Audio CD only.

This speech had the audience roaring! A must-see presentation by a man with solid values who continues to speak out and
play an important role on the political stage. It’s hard to believe this guy Is a politician!

The Dangers of the Growing Emergent Church Bob DeWaay

Can 80% of the churches embracing some or all of the “Emergent” and “Purpose Driven” characteristics be wrong? Yep.
And Bob raised a lot of eyebrows with his “verse after verse” assault on these man-centered doctrines that could very well
qualify as the prophesied “latter day apostasy!”
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The Ecumenical Christian vs God’s Word John Higgins

What would we do without Fox News and conservative talk radio promoting the conservative side of politics and keeping
the heat on the liberals! But is there danger being so heavily influenced by show hosts who are not born-again believers?

The True Goal of Islam & Shari’ah Law in the U.S. Shahram Hadian

This is a bit creepy, but every Christian needs to know the facts!

The Muslim Takeover of America Are We Concerned Yet? Shahram Hadian

Islamic Law violates all five freedoms listed in the 1st Amendment: Religion, Speech, Assembly, Press and Addressing
Grievances. Do you see a problem here? Shahram explains this no-win situation and what to expect if we continue down
this path.

The Maddening Murder of the Middle Class Wayne Jett

Capitalism in the U.S. has produced the most viable and economically secure middle class in the history of the world. But
behind the scenes a powerful cadre of ruling elite seek return to two-class society by controlling government policies so
as to destroy prosperity and the American way of life! Learn how investors in U. S. financial markets are like sheep in the
midst of wolves!

The New Age Death-Grip on America Rabi Maharaj Available on Audio CD only.

A former Indian guru exposes New Age lies and deceit. And boy is there a lot of “eastern” deceit out there coming from India!

The North American Union—Did We Vote On This? Alan Franklin

The new “North American Union”; the super-regional political and economic entity between Mexico, Canada, and the
United States; the new (and close) money, the Amero, replace your dollars; who’s really behind this; and where will it lead!

The Relentless Attack on Conservative America Todd Starnes

Todd, who is a born-again evangelical Baptist, is a rising star in a secularly dominated national media. He hosts FOX News
and Commentary covering high-profile stories from Wall Street to the White house from a strong Biblical viewpoint.

The Religion of the Anti-Christ Robert Congdon

Bob, one of the top Bible prophecy teachers in the world, travels coast to coast to outline what the Bible says about the
Antichrist and his rise to power in Europe. Having lived in Great Britain for years and recently returned, he explains that
what happened to Europe is now happening to the U.S. His examples are a wake-up call! A definite wake-up call! The shift
of power is almost over, and Americans, through a controlled media, are not even aware of it!

The Seduction of Christianity Dave Hunt

As we suspected, this was a message that needed repeating. Based on his 1980s best-selling book by the same name, Dave
shows us how even the smallest, seemingly insignificant compromise ultimately is a victory for Satan.

The Shocking Facts Behind the LGBT Agenda Randy Thomasson
The “LGBT” agenda and lifestyle—Is it natural or unnatural, healthy or unhealthy, biblical or unbiblical, tolerant or intolerant? What’s the harm of teaching children to support these lifestyles? What does this agenda mean for the future of your
liberties, the institution of marriage, and the very foundation of our nation? Randy will present the cold hard facts every
Christian needs to know!
The Slow & Painful Shift of American Values John Loeffler

John and his staff do more research than anyone on the planet. From his platform on his daily national radio show, he meticulously weaves together the behind-the-scenes maneuvering that is fundamentally changing the way we live and even the
decisions we are allowed to make. This will open a lot of eyes!

The Tangled Web of Christian Tolerance Josh McDowell

Josh uses no visuals, but his animated explanations and forceful beating of the podium, not to mention some drooling from
the mouth, leaves little doubt about his passion for Christian truth. He shows, in no uncertain terms, why the new “tolerance” is NOT for Christians!

The Top 10 Liberal Church Lies Russ Miller

On the heels of his room-shaking presentation at our last Steeling Conference about what’s being taught in public schools
today, we’ve asked Russ to give us his top ten apologetic lies. And most of them Christians believe!

The U.S. Constitution & the Bible Jenna Ellis

Watching secular news you would think the Bible was never a part of this country’s foundation. But the truth is, our Constitution was written by Believers who recognized God’s authority and His Word. Jenna, a former Colorado prosecuting
attorney and contract litigation attorney for the State Department, shows the Biblical origins in our country’s founding
documents.

The U.S. Constitution—How Long Will It Last? Andy Woods

Satan’s been hard at work trying to destroy our Biblically oriented constitution. So far it’s stood the test of time, but will it
continue to hold together until the Rapture? Andy looks at its past changes and future changes coming!

The Unseen Hand John Loeffler

A remarkable transformation of western society is taking place. A quickening pace of cleverly orchestrated efforts is taking
place in world religion, politics and economics... making breath-taking progress toward a final goal. Just who is behind this
“change?” Satan for sure. But who is he using to do his dirty work?

Tolerating The Intolerable Josh McDowell

Hold onto your seats for this one. Josh, not one to mince words, gives a let-the-fur-fly, tell-it-like-it-is presentation on
being used by God in the wild world in which we live!

Trump, Islam and the U.S. Constitution Shahram Hadian

Shahram was born a Muslim in Iraq and born-again as a Believer in the U.S. He’s shared his eye-opening insights on Fox News
and dozens of other high profile outlets.You’ll learn mind-blowing information that no one seems to want to talk about!

UFOs & the Bible Billy Crone
Billy shows how the current UFO phenomenon plays into last days Biblical prophecies, specifically Rapture and the Tribulation. This last days’ deception is already being set up to explain away our dumbfounding exit!
Understanding the Times David Noebel

Available on Audio CD only.

Understanding the Times is a sober assessment of the times in which we live. David, using his best-selling book by the same
title as an outline, gives quite a sober characterization of the American culture and how Believers are pulled away from God.

Unmasking the One-World Government Agenda Brannon Howse

Brannon, a best-selling author and popular conference speaker, takes on a difficult subject and in layman’s terms. We know
where this all ends—Satan will control the earth. But what parts are already coming together and visible today?

What Can Christians Expect as the Global Noose Tightens John Loeffler

Christians are getting a little nervous these days as our enemies are increasingly on the attack. What can we expect if the
Lord tarries?
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What They’re not Telling You About Islam James Walker

Muslims want the world, including those of us in the United States, to convert to Islam. Although we tend to laugh that
off, you won’t believe how far they’ve come in the last few years. In the next 20 years, some European countries will have
a majority of Muslims voting. They are winning a war that most don’t know we’re even engaged in! Learn the facts.Your
future is at stake with the decisions you soon must make.

What’s Really Going On & Where Are We Headed? John Loeffler

National radio talk show host John Loeffler has more information than anyone can fully absorb in one sitting, but still an
incredible overview of our state of affairs in this nation!

What’s Wrong with America? Lessons from the Book of Judges Ed Hindson
The Bible says to look to the past to understand the future. Ed walks us through the process of unfolding spiritual apostasy, moral
corruption and civil catastrophe right from the Book of Judges! Unless you’re an ostrich, don’t put your head in the sand!
Where Have All The Pastors Gone? Randy White

For the past 15 years the quality of teaching from our nation’s pulpits has dropped to new lows. Someone questioning the
pastor on Biblical point is often asked to leave. And if you currently have a good pastor, who will replace him when he retires? Uncomfortable but necessary information!

Why Arabs Hate America Walid Shoebat

Wow! Walid was saved out of Muslim extremism—PLT! That alone is a fascinating story. But his steel-on-steel presentation of
Bible prophecy from an EASTERN perspective had everyone rethinking their traditional understanding of Bible prophecy!

Why Capitalism vs. Socialism is God vs. Satan Daniel Currier

Socialism is making a comeback — should we be worried? Yes! While capitalism has it roots in the Bible, Socialism and its
close-cousin Marxism is from the pit of hell. People seem amused at Bernie Sanders, but his socialistic dreams are a true
threat to our Christian freedom in America. This push for collectivism is real and this presentation will be an eye-opener to
say the least!
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